In a previous paper,1} a slurry polymerization of styrene within isooctane droplets suspended in water considered to be a useful method for manufacturing microcapsules by in situ polymerization, was kinetically examined. However, a critical defect in its practical application was the extremely slow reaction rate, which came from the use of 2,2'-azobisisobutylonitrile (AIBN) as initiator. To improve this point, 2,2/-azobis (dimethyl-valeronitrile), the decomposition rate of which is 4.5 times that of AIBN, was used as initiator for the polymerization. The applicability of the previously proposed kinetic equations1} for this polymerization system was also studied.
1. Polymerization Kinetics This polymerization could be described by a twophase separation model.1} In this model, the system* is assumed to be separated into two homogeneous phases: a solvent phase containing no polymer, and a polymer-rich phase. Concentration equilibria of monomer,solvent and initiator between the two phases are reached. The gel effect would be predominant only in the polymer-rich phase. The following Received May30, 1987 . Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to Y. Hatate. F. Nakashio is at Dept. of Organic Synthesis, Kyushu Univ., Fukuoka.
* No effect of water on the polymerization kinetics is considered. Hence, the organic phase alone is assumed to form the system. 644 **=T rate equation for monomerhas been derived.
The rate for dead polymer having r-monomer units (=dMJdt) was also derived in the previous paper.1} The number and weight average degrees of polymerization are written as Eqs. (2) and (3) 
(TfA+ TfAS0/A0) and k/ are obtained from the ordinate value at /q/^q^O and the slope, respectively. 
Experimental
The same experimental apparatus and procedure as described in the previous paper1} were employed. The in the polymerization system initiated by AIBNcan be used.1* However, decomposition rate constant kd, initiator efficiency/and initiator equilibrium ratio £)7, being the ratio of initiator concentration between the polymer phase and the solvent phase, are considered to be different from those determined from the AIBN system because they are dependent on the nature of the initiator.
In Fig. 1 , l/PN is plotted against I0/Rp0 according to Eq. (4). /-values observed at three levels of Ao are plotted against the solvent weight fraction (SWF) in Japan, 18, 293 (1985) .
